
            TASHI biography  

“Tashi is a multi-instrumentalist force to be reckoned with. With a stage presence far beyond her years, 
she's one not to be missed”  

- Salty Stockings.  

"A young performer with the world at her feet...crowd favourite"  
- City of Fremantle 

“One of Perth's most enterprising musos.”  
- theMusic.com 

 Tashi is a singer/songwriter and multi-instrumentalist from Perth WA who is passionate 
about creating her own style of alternative/upbeat, funky pop/rock. Her music is the type 
that makes you want to get up and clean the house, with it's “notoriously addictive 
hooks...strong folky vocals and reggae-ish offbeats”. She performs as a soloist, yet in 
recordings plays and layers guitar, drums, bass, keys/piano, violin, percussion and vocals 
to create the sound of a full band.  

Gripping the attention and interest of the audience with her unique voice and  rhythmic 
guitar playing, Tashi’s live shows are soulful and alluring, singing with raw emotion often 
reminiscent of Florence Welch.  

Tashi's debut 5 track EP Gratitude is out now and along with a four star review has been 
described as “a swirling shanty of wonder and surprise...Gratitude plays out with pop 
opera-esque vocal lines drawn over honest-to-god funk rhythms and an expansive 
range of instrumentation...solid and strong from start to finish." (The Music Magazine). 
Written, produced, performed and recorded by Tashi, it showcases a fresh mix of funk, 
alt rock and indie pop, all woven together with a thread of infectious groove. 

“You strike me as very talented...you've captured a really cool and unique sound”
theMusic.com 

“Wow, this is excellent stuff – very impressive!” 
- Aarom Wilson (WAM) 

“an original fusion of genres that is special to this talented young phenomenon." 
 - Colosoul Magazine 

"You can’t help but smile when you listen to her music, she’s got a flair for bringing out that warm feeling 
you get when you hear an artist who really loves what they do – and she does it very well. A very gifted 
song-writer, Tashi has a real passion for her music and you can tell she’s having a lot of fun creating it." - 

(Scudley Records) 
Contact: Tashi Hall

www.tashihall.com 


Mob: 0426 213 119

Instagram: @tashihall


tashiannehall@yahoo.com
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